
What is
Intelligent
Automation? 



It's a combination of
commoditised Artificial
Intelligence (AI) 

and Robotic Processing
Automation (RPA)



Sounds complex? Possibly
scary? 

...we'll try to explain



software robots that
simulate human
actions in processes 

Robotic Processing
Automation (RPA) is
the tech term for 



Artificial Intelligence (AI)
is the term given to
technologies that...

simulate human
intelligence in
machines



Here's some examples of
AI technologies and how
we already use them:



NLP

The advancement of cloud
technologies and algorithms 
that process huge data sets
have enabled computers to
understand human language
and sentence structure. 

It's called Natural Language
Processing (NLP)



NLP

Google Translate, Amazon
Alexa, predictive text on your
phone, search engines and
email filters are all examples
that use NLP



SA

Widely used in CRM Platforms,
Social Media monitoring,
customer feedback apps &
Smart Assistants such as
Grammarly or Google Home

Computers can use Sentiment
Analysis to detect positive or
negative language and therefore
human emotions. 



Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) scans images of typed,
printed or handwritten text and
converts them into machine-
encoded text that can then be
edited.

OCR

Used in translation services, 
 administration and archiving 



There are many OCR apps: 

OCR

Microsoft OneNote
OnlineOCR
Nanonets
Screen OCR
A9t9
Office Lens
ScanPro
Photo Scan and more



ML

Heard of Machine
Learning (ML)? In simple
terms, it's the ability of
system algorithms to
automatically learn and
improve from experience
and historical data



ML

Search engines, automatic
email categorisation and 
 banking fraud detection
apps all use ML. 

As does Snapchat filters for
tracking movement in video



CV

Computer Vision (CV)

Via deep Machine Learning
and pattern recognition,
computers can be taught
how to analyse, recognise
and process an image in
order to make decisions



CV

Apple Face ID, Tesla
Autopilot (autonomous
vehicle), Amazon Go stores
(grab/go retail) all use CV.

CV is making big advances in
Healthcare, Retail, Security,
Banking and Agriculture 



By 2025, 50% of enterprises will
have devised artificial intelligence
(AI) orchestration platforms to
operationalise AI, up from fewer
than 10% in 2020

 Source: Gartner Predicts 2021 
- Data and Analytics Strategies



to adopt some of these
smart AI technologies
with rapid benefits

Using Intelligent
Automations (IA)
can be an agile way



IA

Artificial human actions (RPA) 

Artificial human intelligence
(AI) 

Intelligent Automations (IA)



IA

By auditing & analysing
processes, the repetitive
or time-consuming
activities can be vastly
improved or even
eradicated by automation



IA

Intelligent Automation
transforms business
processes, which reduces
time spent on the task or
activity and avoids costly
human error



IA

Allowing your business
to reduce operating costs, 
and importantly, re-deploy
and focus your skilled
humans onto value add
activities in the business



Are you ready
for Intelligent
Automation? 


